ENGL 220 World Literature 1
3

Final Exam.3 Reflection (45 points):				Due xxxx, by 5am	
Here’s your opportunity to get truly creative! Please submit via the appropriate link in the Class Session 16 folder. Create a PowerPoint® presentation in which you address the following:
	Your most positive discovery this semester, in terms of 220 course materials.

Your most negative discovery this semester, in terms of 220 course materials.
	Your most surprising global connection/discovery, in terms of 220 course materials.
	The most useful tool you found (or someone found for you) this semester, overall.
You should have at least four (4) slides serving as reflective responses to your semester’s work. It’s fine if you want to include more slides, just no less. (10 points per slide)
If you’ve never created a PowerPoint slides, check out the PowerPoint® tutorial from Purdue’s Online Writing Lab (OWL) posted under the Resources button.  I’ve also posted two other articles, under the Resources button, about how to improve PowerPoint® presentations. [Note: Please do not use the Office.org version of PowerPoint®; I have nothing but trouble opening/viewing these documents, even when converted! If you do not have access to this software, use Prezi (public), instead.]
Relating to ‘Focus’ on the grade sheet, use titles/headings at the top of the slide to guide your viewer(s). If you find that you have too much text per slide, use the Notes field (see right below the slide) for full text (what you would actually write/say in a presentation) and the slide for visuals and textual prompts (bullet points, which must be grammatically parallel). Remember that PowerPoint® slides are, normally, orally presented. I always use the Notes to ‘talk my way’ through the actual presentation. 
The ‘power’ in a PowerPoint® is the combination of text and visual materials. Each slide will be evaluated on composition, the integration of textual and graphic materials (your own and/or others), content, and appropriate documentation (see grading sheet). For this (or any similar) assignment, a background is not considered a graphic! (The only exception to this requirement is a background that is content-driven; for example, you are writing about Odysseus meeting with the Cyclops and your background is a painting of that meeting.) 
Please use regular MLA formatting for the in-text citations on the slides; you can put your full bibliographic citations in the Notes field or on a separate Works Cited slide. Although this assignment is not designed for integrating outside text-based resources, you must document their use should you include any. You must cite any visual materials, unless you have created them yourself or you are using clip art!
For 5 points, respond to the following: One question you should have asked in ENGL 220 but didn’t. You do not need to create a slide for this prompt; you can include in the Comments section when you submit or put in the Notes field of the concluding slide. 
Look over the following grading sheet to check on evaluation criteria! Remember that your PowerPoint® slides should combine text and graphics!
ENGL 220									              	      	      Final.3: Reflection 							         		   	    Grade Sheet (45 points)
	Slide One (10) Positive

_____ Focus (2)
_____ Composition (6)
_____ Integration of Text and Graphics 
_____ Content
_____ Documentation/Grammar & Mechanics (2)
  								Subtotal: _____
	Slide Two (10) Negative

_____ Focus (2)
_____ Composition (6)
_____ Integration of Text and Graphics 
_____ Content
_____ Documentation/Grammar & Mechanics (2)

  								Subtotal: _____
	Slide Three (10) Most Surprising Global Connection/Discovery

_____ Focus (2)
  	_____ Composition (6)
_____ Integration of Text and Graphics 
_____ Content
_____ Documentation/Grammar & Mechanics (2)
								Subtotal: _____
	Slide Four (10) Useful Tool

_____ Focus (2)
_____ Composition (6)
_____ Integration of Text and Graphics
_____ Content
_____ Documentation/Grammar & Mechanics (2)
  								Subtotal: _____
One question you should have asked in ENGL 220 but didn’t. (5)
  								Subtotal: _____

Additional Comments:
Total: ________


